
Real World Sales Tip
This month's real world sales tip was inspired by a conversation with a 

salesperson from one of the top Helix dealers!

The quick version: 

He read one of our sales tips from April and, consequently, sold 3 
machines in 3 weeks (Editor's note: he has now sold up to 9 units 
since reading the April sales tip).

One of the many great things about our Helix spiff programs, is we get to see 

who is selling Helix. On a recent spiff report, I saw a name I hadn’t seen before. 

And then I saw the same name appear on each of the next 2 weekly spiff 

reports.

Hmmm, 3 spiff claims in 3 weeks... 

From a person who’d never claimed a spiff before, ever! 

Good for him, and definitely worth investigating. So, I called this young man, 

Christian B., who works at one of the top Helix dealers out West. Christian 

sounded like a great guy, with all of the desire and passion that many top 

salespeople possess. I got a little background on him – he’d started working for 

this dealer in December of last year. I asked him what had clicked for him that 

allowed him to sell 3 Helixes in 3 weeks (and claim $600 in spiffs, which is now 

$1500 in spiffs with 9 units sold!). Here was his answer:

“I read the email about how when a customer walks in always 



guide them to the Helix, and since I read that I've sold 3! I love to 
demo the Helix and workout on it myself!” 

The specific sales tip he referenced was from April 25th and was the second 

email in a two part sales tip series. So that you can reap the same benefits as 

Christian, we've recapped the two-part sales tip email for you below!

Sell More Helix: April Sales Tip Two-Parter Recap!

The sales tip that Christian was referring to was jam packed with so much great 

information we had to send it to you in two parts. Here is a quick recap of the 

helpful tips contained in those emails. If you need the full versions re-sent to 

you, or if you're new to our sales tips, please reach out to me, Laura, or Jen 

and one of us will be happy to provide this to you!

April Sales Tips Highlights:

1. The number one objection we hear from dealers about why they aren't 

selling Helix: "No one is coming in and asking for Helix".

2. Don't expect customers to come in asking for Helix. People didn't come in 

asking for ellipticals when they first came out, but the "story" of ellipticals 

was compelling. 

3. As a specialty dealer, it's your role to educate people about the biggest 

breakthrough in cardio (Helix Lateral Training) since the elliptical. Why not 

show customers the newest breakthrough?

4. Some of our most successful dealers instruct their sales staff to show 

Helix to everyone that comes through the door.

5. The most successful sales people are: excited about Helix, they believe 

in the workout of Helix, and they believe in the value of Helix.
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6. They are excited about and believe in Helix because they are USING 

HELIX. 

7. Once you make using Helix a daily habit in your routine, you will no 

doubt let others know how awesome and unique a product it is!

H1000 Touch

Our #1 seller

Great value for 
the customer

Great margins for 
the dealer

Great spiffs for 
YOU

One last thing. 

Not counting that late April sales tip that I wrote, about 5 of the last 6 sales tips 

from out in the field came from people whose Helix sales took off after they 

started using the machine. Add Christian to that list! Folks, you probably get 

tired of reading this, but we’ll keep saying it because it’s true:

Use the Helix(es) on your floor regularly! 

It will really open your eyes about what the product can do for your customers. 



Look at it another way … using a Helix for just 10 or 15 minutes a week can 

help you put a couple thousand extra dollars in your wallet over the next 12 

months! 

Happy Selling!

Scott Logan

Vice President, Sales and Marketing
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